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SUMMARY
A CO,, laser operating at 10.6 |a and an He-Ne laser at 0.6328 |a have
been used as radiation sources to study thf. attenuation and near-forward
scattering of artificial fogs. Scattering angles varied from 10 to 40
milliradians. Both water fogs and ice fogs have been used. The experi-
mental results compare favorably with calculated values based on Mie
theory, both in the amount of scattered power and in its angular depen-
dence. From these results, we conclude that Mie theory, which is based
on spherical particles, can be applied to scattering by ice particles in
the near-forward directions. Mie theory, however, may break down for
larger ice particles, and almost certainly vi.ll not apply for scattering
at larger angles.
The extinction of both ice fogs and water £ogs has been measured at
several wavelengths between 2.3 and 3.6 ju This region is of interest
because of the occurrence of wide variations in the real and imaginary
components of tlu index of refraction. A narrow "window" occurs et
approximately 2.75 u for water clouds and near 2.83 p. for ice clouds. The
shapes of spectral curves of transmittance or of the extinction cross-
secticn depend strongly on the particle-size distribution. Our results
indicate that significant errors exist in the published index of refraction
values Cor ice near 2.8 ji. Simultaneous measurements of attenuation or
scattering at two different wavelengths provide information on particle-
size distribution, influence of irregular t.hapes, and index of refraction
which cannot be obtained from single-wavelength measurements.
I i
SECTION 1
INTRODUCTION
Although scattering of electromagnetic radiation by fogs and clouds
has been a subject of study for several years, most o£ the work has been
confined to the visible portion of the spectrum. Only a limiteu amount of
work lias been done in the infrared. During the past several years interest
in the infrared transmission and scattering by clouds has increased because
of the advent of numerous infrared communications systems and increased
activity in fields related to atmospheric radiation transfer. Tl.e irv&n-
tion of the C00 laser and its potential use in communications has stimulated
interest in the scattering properties of fogs and clo'ids in the 10 u region.
Among the first to moke extensive infrared measurements on the attenu-
ation by natural fogs was Arnvlf et al (Ref. l). These workeib confined
their work to atmospheric windows and found that the transmittance of haze
increases markedly with increasing wavelength from the visible to 10 u..
This increase was not found for fogs which consist of larger particles
than the haze. Farmer (Ref. 2) has also measured cloud attenuation from
the visible to 5.5 |i and has found that the clouds become increasingly
transparent as the wavelength is increased. Differences in particle-size
distribution may account for the difference in the wavelength dependences
observed by these two groups.
Blau et al (r\efs. 3, A) have investigated the back-scatter ing and
attenuation by natural clouds with an airborne instrument. Most of their
results could be explained, at least qualitatively, on the basis of exist-
ing cloud models and Mie scattering theory. However, these workers observed
a "window" in cirrus clouds near 2.85 u unere the attenuation is signifi-
cantly less than at nearby wavelengths. This unexpected phenomenon has
led to the laboratory work discussed in Section 4.
nl
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Kost of the limited exeunt of scattering vork done in the infrared
has involved only the attenuai. ion. Insufficient experimental results on
the scattering functions are available in the infrared to provide checks
on the. validity of cloud models, Hie theory, and the published values of
the indices of refraction. Mie theory has been shown to he applicable in
the visible for water droplets which are spherical and nave negligible
absorption (i.e., the imaginary part of the index is very small). Compari-
sons need to be made between calculated scattering functions and experimental
measurements at infrared wavelengths where absorption plays an important
role. In some spectral regions, there is considerable uncertainty in the
published values of the complex index of refraction, which is a required
input for Hie theory computations. Direct measurement of the real and
imaginary parts of the index of refraction is difficult, particularly in
regions where r\> is very large. Therefore, an alt erne-five approach is to
measure attenuation or scattering in bpecial regions of interest and to
compare the results with calculated values.
The general objective of the present program h?s been to make relatively
simple measurements designed to check the validity of Mie theory under
several special conditions and to investigate any anomalies that might be
observed. Artificial fogs generated in the laboratory were to be used
because of several advantages they have over natural fogs and clouds Cor
certain types of measurements. Artificial fogs can be partially controlled
and repeated so that measurements made at different times can be compared.
Of course, the instrumentation required in the laboratory is much simple*.,
flnd becar.se of the shorter atmospheric path, the absorption by H;0, COj
and other atmospheric gases is reduced greatly. A technique for generating
artificial water fogs had already been developed and used in our laboratory
by Reisman et i* •. (Ref. 5) and by Johnston and Burch (Ref. 6). These workers
found that the ,~>artide-size distribution of the artificial water fogs is
apparently similar to that found in natural fogs by Arnulf et al (Ref. 1).
Johnston and Burch compared the attenuation in the visible to that at a
few v.ivelength0 in infrared windows. Generally, there was good agreement
between the experimental and theoretical results.
In early 1969, personnel from our laboratory started a small-scale
company-sponsored project involving attenuation by natural clouds. The
sun serves as a radiation source and is tracked by a coelostat. The
attenuation by a cloud is determined by comparing the radiation received
when the sky is clear with that received when the cloud is in the line-of-
sight. At first, measurements were made at 0.63 u. and at one other wave-
lengtn isolated and detected by a prism spectrometer. Later, the instrument
was modified to monitor simultaneously the radiation at 0.63 u, 10,6 u.,
and a third wavelength, usually between 8 and 13 |i. This arrangement made
it possible to determine the relative attenuation of the same cloud at
various wavelengths and to compare the results with predictions baseo on
Mie scattering theory and existing cloud models. The important parameter
The rusults of this experiment for water clouds confirm previous work.
Ratios of t.nt attenuation coefficient.:? at various wavelengths are similar
to calculations based on Deirn.end jian' s cloud models. They are also in
general agreement, with the work done in our laboratory on artificial water
fogs by .Jchrston and Burch (Kef. 6). One somewhat surprising result was
obtained for cirrus cJouds composed of ice particles. The ratio of the
apparent attenuation coefficient at 10.6 j, to that at 0.63 ji is always
greater than unity. Typically, the ratio is between 1.3 and 1.4, but for
some clouds it has been as uigh as 1.6. iy comparison, this ratio for
v.ter clouds; varies from 0.25 to 0.5, depending on the type of cloud and
its stage of" development or dissipation. It was generally believed that
cloud .ttenuatlcn vould be less ne&r 10 p. than in the visible.
Sinoe the sun is not a poin»- sourc? but subtends a finite solid angle,
soi.->e radiation scattered in the, near-forw£rd direction may be detected.
This is particularly true at 0.63 u since more scattered rac"istion is
directed ir the near- forward direction for shoru wavelengths than for long
wavelength* . Therefore-, the apparent ratio of the attenuation at 10.6 u
to that at C. 63 p nay be increased by forward-scattered radiation which is
detected. nevertheless, the large ratio observed for ice clouds seemed to
need furthar investigation since the physics is not well understood and
the 10.6 p region is of special interest to communications engineers.
Because of the surprising results on ice clouds, we decided to give
detailed measurements of ':he attenuation by artificial ice clouds at 0.6? u
and 10.6 p the highest priority among the projects in the present investi-
gation. We have built a chamber in which ice clouds can be produced and
the characteristics are moderately reproducible. An Hc-Ne laser operating
at 0.63'.'8 n and a CO, laser at 10.6 p. have been used as sources to measure
the attenuation and scattering in the near- forward direction. The detectors
have been calibrated so that absolute measurements of the scattered radia-
tion couLd be made. Water fogs generated by the technique described by
Reicman cL al (Ref. 5) have also been investigated in the bame manner.
We have used a Mie theory computer program to calculate tha absolute
scattering functions for both wavelengths studied. Values of the real and
imaginary indices of re.fract.ion used in the calculation are from Irvine and
Pollack (Ref. 9). The size distribution of the water fogs is reasonably
well known from the previous work by Reisman <?t al. Different sise distri-
butions have been used for the artificial ice fogs. Generally speaking,
the agreement between our calculated and experimental results is quite
good, probably within ex;>er irnc-ntal error. Therefore, we conclude that Mie
theory is probably adequate at these wavelengths for the attenuation and
for a ciouc1 model jr. the oarticle-si^e distribution function. Deirmend jian
(Refs. 7, fe) ha& derived partti'le-size distribution fi'nctions for a variety
of clouds.
e near-forward scattering calculations. The Irregular shapes of ice crystals
may cause a breakdown of Mie theory at larger scattering angles, or for
g larger particles. Ico particles in natural clouds are probably larger than
5 those in our artificial ice clouds. The l?vge particles in ndtural clouds
are probably the inajor factor contributing to the large attenuation ob-
p served at 10.6 u..
The results of the 0.6328-;i and 10.6 u measurements are. discussed in
Section 3 along wj Lh some rather peculiar phenonena related ro the growth
I of ice particles. Since the results of the work on attenuation of solar
» radiation by natural clouds is closely related to the present work, we have
included a discussion of these results in Appendix A.
 (
I"| Blau et al (.Refs. 3, 4) have not been able to account for the window -
they observed in cirrus clouds on the basis of published values of the com-
. pie;', index of refraction. The window is at a wavelength where nr, the real
si part of the index of retraction for ice, is low, and where n^; the imaginary
' part is increasing repidly with increasing wavelength. The importance of a ,
possible window in clouds is obvious, and further investigation is mere than
f justified. Therefore, as a patt nf the present study, we have investigated
js the attenuation of artificial ice clouds in this spectral region (2.3-J.6 u)
under controlled laboratory conditions. Since curves of n.; and n,., as tabu-
,^ lated by Irvine and Politick, for water are similar to those tor ice, we
3 might expect a wirdow to occur in water fogs as well. Therefore, we also
explored artificial water clouds in the same spectral region.
jT' Section 4 describes the results of this investigation. W<?. have ob-
j. served the narrow window discovered bj Blau in ice clouds, although it is •-
only about 0.1 micron wide and not particularly transparent. The extinction
5"' coefficient of our i>.e clouds is slightly less than half as much at the
f" cer.ter of the window as at neighboring wavelengths.
We ha^e found that a similar window exists for water fogs and that ;
i; the shape, of the transnittance curve, or of a curve of extinction coeffi- I
*> cients, depends very strongly on pr ', icle sii:es. Using Mie theory with ;
Irvine and Pollack's indices of refraction for water, we can show that the i
C window disappears for very small (radius r < 0.1 u) or large (r > 10 (..) |
I particles. A similar dependence on particle size is to be expected for \
ice clouds. j
i
*"* *
Aside from the importance of the window, the investigation in the j
2.3-3.6 \i region has been quite informative. Transmittance mease emenus j
were made al 2.45 a, and the results-: of these measurements served as a i
5 reference while the transmittance' simultaneously was measured at other
wavelengths. Since the difference between the two wavelengths was small, j
the difference in si^e parameter (x = 2«r/X) was smrll, thus the variations
.' in transrrittance were due to differences in n. and n . The influence of '
large values of ns has been demonstrated; for particles of small radius,
r, the extinction~increases with n,- and is nearly independent of n . For
J arge particles (r » X), the extinction is nearly independent of both n^
and nr. Calculations made wiuh our Mie theory computer program and a
series of articles by Plass (Ref. 10) and by Kattawar and Plass (Refs. 11,
12) have been used extensively in interpreting our experimental results.
ISECTION 2
FOG GENERATION
Water Fog Generation
There are two fundamental techniques for generating water fogs. In
the mechanical or Uniphase method, droplets are creatid from bulk water
by nozzles, impellers, or centrifuge discs. In the thermodynamic or
duophase method, droplets are created from vapor-saturated air by varying
one or more of the thermodynamic parameters such as pressure or temperature.
Since the thermodynamic techniques are responsible for naturally-occurring
fog'' and clouds, their use in creating artificial fogs gives rise to par-
ticle-size distributions similar to those occurring naturally. Th^
mechanical techniques are used primarily to create fogs throughout exten-
sive volumes for extended periods of time.
We chose a thermodynamic technique that had been employed successfully
in earlier scattering experiments at Aeronutroaic by Reisman, Gumming,
and Bartky (Ref. 5). The fog is generated in a series of wooden chambers,
60 cm square and 120 cm long, which can be coupled together to form a
tunnel of convenient length. In the forward-scattering experiments dis-
cussed in Section 3, only t\:o sections were used in order to ensure the
unobstructed exit of forward-scattered energy. This 240 cm path also \~as
used for the attenuation measurements discussed in Section 4. Each chamber
is equipped with heated water trays in the base and cooling coils at the
top. Liquid nitrogen serves as the coolant.
A reliable and repeatable fog can be obtained by establishing a cycle
wherein the air is first saturated by heating the water in the trays, then
subsequently chilled to create a fog which eventually dissipates, restoring
the chamber to its starting condition. The cycle is then repeated. During
the cycla the temperatures of the water in the trays, the chamber air, and
the room air are monitored. In the present study the air temperature in
the chamber has been cycled between 2"l.7°C and lb°C with the room at
approximately 23°C. A full cycle requires about JO runutes. The scatter- ^
ing measurements are generally made during a 10 minute portion of the 1
cycle while the fog dissipates. By relating the scattering to its corres-
ponding transmission condition, we have been able to obtain consistent and ..
repeatable results for any number of independent experiments, provided the f
cycle is maintained. Representative plots of the transmittance of the log tt
versus tiuc are presented in Section 4, along with discussion oil the
particle-size distribution. f
&
Ice Peg Generation -*'
a
A pure ice fog is not as simple to obtain as a pure water fog because
of a metastable condition which can be created wherein the fog p..rsistc as
super-cooled water droplets at temperatures as low as -40°C. The addition |
of ice nucleation centers such as Agl to a super-cooled fog chamber upsets 1
the metastable conditions and causes ice crystals to grow at the expense
of the water and vapor content of the chamber. Ice crystals have been f|
grown at. temperatures as high as -4°C using Agl. Below -40°C, the nuclea- g
Lion of ice <_rys';als occurs spontaneously, and it is generally agreed that
the super-cooled state does not exist below this temperature. Between _
0°C nrifj -tC°C, it is possible to have a soper-cooled wafer fog, or ic^ fog, f
or, in a dyr.ainic syst.cn, a combination of both. In order to ensure that "
the principal source of scattering would be ice. crystals, we have performed
most of the experiments at chamber temperature sufficiently far below -40°C ff
that we could rely on spontaneous nuc_l eation. (For a discussion of ice fogs j||
and ice clouds, see Mason (Pcf. 13).)
**?•
The ice fogs have been generated in a cha-iber specificially designed p
for this purpose. The chamber, which is shown in Figure 2-1, consists of
a double-vailed cylinder 213 cm long with an inner diameter of 4fe cm and
r.r. outer diameter of 56 cm. The inner and outer walls of the cylinder g
form a tank which is filled with a solution of ethylene glycol and water. £
The solution is cooled by flowing liquid nitrogen through copper coils
immersed in it. A motor-driven paddle wheel stirs the solution and •»
ensures a uniform temperature at the chamber wall. The sides of the |
tank are insulated with foamed plnstio approximately 10 cm thick. Plywood
sheets protect trie foam insulation and held it in place as it was poured,
in liquid form, around the chamber and allowed to solidify. The open ends I
of the chap'ber arc covered with 10 cm thick styrofoam plates. The walls
of the inner cylinder and the end plates thus constitute a cold box in
which the fogs are gro^n. Thermocouples monitor the temperatures of the 7
wall and several points in the air along the beam. The primary beams •
traverse the chamber along the axis of the cylinder through openings cut
in the end plates. In the scattering experiments, the opening in the exit t?
end of the chamber is sufficiently large to permit the exit of light scat- f
tered at angles as j.reat as 44 milliradians from the primary beam.
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Two techniques have been used to study the behavioi of the ire fogs:
In the first method, the chamber is sealed before the start of the experi-
ment. After the chamber has been sealed for several, minutes, the plugs
in the end plates are removed, and the trans-nittance and/or scattered
radiant energy is monitored as the fog evolves. When the ice fog reaches
a quasi-steady state, the end plates are replugged and the chamber environ-
ment is permitted to return to its initial stace. The procedure is then
repeated for a new angle or new wavelength after the internal air tempera-
ture cools to within about 2°C of the inside wall. The nir temperature
rises approximately 2°C more while the chanber is open. In the second
method, the chamber is left open and allowed to reach a quasi-steady state
condition while several measurements may be rn.ade. In both methods the
wall temperatures are maintained near -52°C. For the. quasi-steady state
experiment, the air temperature rises about 10°C above the wall temperature.
When the chamber is first unplugged, there is usually a slight
residual ice fog which appears to almost dissipate in about JO or 45
seconds. The particles then grow, and after about 1 to 1.5 minutes, the
fog reaches maximum density. The transmit tartce then slowly increases
until after 3 to 5 minutes the quasi-steady state is established. Repre-
sentative plots of the transmittance versus time are presented in Section
C. Plots of the extinction cross-section ratio at two wavelengths and
the angular scattering cross-sections versus time are shown in Section 3.
An analysit. of the growth process of the particles is given in Section 3.
I ;
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SECTION 3
TRANSMISSION AND NEAR-FORWARD SCATTERING
AT 0.632S AND 10.6 MICRONS
Optical Arrangement
A schematic diagram of the optical arrangement used to measure
transmission and near-forward scattering at 0.6328 and 10.6 u is shown
in Fig. 3-1. The upper portion of the figure shows the transmitting
optics, and the lower portion shows the apparatus which collects and
detects the energy after it has passed through a fog chamber, A 50
milliwatt beam at 0.6323 u, fron, a He-Ne laser is combinid with a 10
watt beam at 10.6 p from a C02 laser by a germanium flat. The flat
transmits the 10.6 p beam and is placed in it at Brewster's angle so
that there is negligible reflection. The 0.6328 it bean is reflected
from the flat at the emergent point of the 10.6 p energy. Having the
beam coincident within the fog chamber facilitates alignment of the
optical components and eliminates variation in the fog between the two
beams.
A polished chopper (C) operating at 720 hertz serves three purposes.
First, id chops the beam so that a phase-locked amplifier ran be used.
Second, it reflects almost specularly the 10.6;. beam auto a therroopile
TP(1) which continuously monitors the power. Finally, '.he chopper
diffusely reflect;; a portion of the 0.6328 p energy onto a photonuilti-
plier tibf- PM(1). The output of this tube provides the reference signal
for a phase-locked amplifier. Narrow band-pass interference filters
on all the photomultiplier tubes reduce the ambient, radiation.
Mirrors Ml and M2 expand the dual wavelength beam from a nominal
diameter of 4 mm to approximately 5.6 cm. Three aperture stops clean
up and define the beam. The first stop, just after the 10.6 p laser,
removes peripheral radiation. The second stop blocks energy scattered
11
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from imperfections in the Ge flat, peripheral light from the 0.6328 ^
? laser beam, and part of the energy diffracted by the edge of the chopper.The third stop, which limits the bize of the beam, is square with 4 cm
sides oriented 45° from the vertical, '''his shape and orientation
minimizes the diffracted energy in the horizontal plane where the near-
5 forward scattering is measured. This size removes most of the energy
• scattered from the optical surfaces while sr.ill traasmitcing nearly all
of the primary beam.
« The energy transmitted through the fog in the chamber and that
scattered by it in the near-forward direction are collected by mirror
-- M3 which is placed sufficiently close to the chamber to rollect single- j
i scattered energy between zero and 44 milliradians. Scattering data are 1
obtained between 5 and 40 milliradians. 1
1\' The unscPttered, transmitted energy is separated into two beams by \
i a second Ge flat sot of Brewster's angle. The transmitted 10.6 u power <
is monitored by thermopile TP(2). The transmitted, 0.6328 u. beam is I
f reflected by the Ge flat and is monitored by a photomultipliev tube PM(2). !
I A field stop placed at the focal point of M3 subtends about 5 -jilliradians j
end is the entrance aperture to a box enclosing the transmission monitor !
_, system. The stop prevents some of the energy scattered at -'ery small
' angles fro,ii entering the transmission monitors. The box precludes energy
scattered froin the Ce flat and the two detectors from being detected as
background by the scattering detectors.
{ The assembly used to measure near-forward scattering is mounted on a
sliding carriage which makes measurements possible at any angle between
;- 2 and 4^ niilliradians. A flat mirror placed just ahead of the focal
i- plane of mirror H3 folds the focal plane to a field stop which is parallel
to the axis of M3. One ed/,e of the flat mirror is beveled so that the
reflecting surface can be locate:d close to the primary beam without dis-
-. turbing it. As the flat mirror and stop move with the sliding carriage,
'. the stop effectively moves across the focal plane providing an angular
scan of the scattered, energy. Throughout this experiment the stop was
, " adjusted to subtend 2 mil lir.-idians.
When measuring the scattered power at 10.6 u., a spherics! mirror
forms an image of the field stop on the sensitive clement o£ a helium-
cooled Ge:Cu detector. The diameter of the sensitive element is
approximately 50 percent greater than the diameter of the stop image
so that vignetting caused by mirror alignment errors is avoided. A flat
mirror rotated into the beam directs it through a stop at the image plane
to a photomultiplicr Lube PM(3) x.'hich measures the scattered 0.6328 p.
power. The stop diameter in front of PM(3) is the same as the Ge:Cu
'- element.
13
The outputs of the two thermopiles and the photomultiplier PM(2) are
recorded directly by strip chart recorders. The output of 'the Ge:Cu -j
detector or of PM(3). whichever is in the beam, is amplified by a .lock-in *
amplifier and displayed on a strip chart recorder.
The background power is almost negligible when measuring near-forward }
scattering at 0.6328 u,. For example, in a small-particle ice fog, the '.?
signal-to-background ratio is about 10, 30. 60, and 25f' ar. 3, 10, 15, and
20 milliradians, respectively. At 10.6 u, however, the scattering coe£- '"
ficients of the fog are considerably smaller than at 0.6328 \i, and the V
background power is quite significant. For a similar ice fog the signal-
to-background ratios at 10.6 u are only about 1.3, 4.7, 9, 20. 60, and
70 at 5, 10, 15, 20, 3C, and 40 milliradians, respectively. For such a *
fog, data obtained at less than 15 milliradians are used only to check -"
for gross changes of the scattered power.
IAt 10.6 u the ratio of the background power measured with no fog to ,£.
the primary beam power is approximately 6 x 10"", 1 x 10~°, 1 x 10"^,
5 x 10~8, and 4 x 10"8 ac 5, 10, 20, 30, and ^0 milliradians, respectively. >
The above examples of signal -'co-background ratios are for the least dense |
ice fogs consisting of the smallest particles considered usable. For
fogs which are more dense or contain larger particles, the signal-to- ^
background ratio is more favorable. |
Symbols and Terminology If
i
The transmittance is given by
T = I/Io = expC-T-z), (3-1) I
where I is the initial intensity of a be?.T! and L is the intensity after
the beam has propagated a distance z through the fog. In the following T
discussion we assume that I includes only the unattenuated portion of the „<
original beam; it does not include any forward-scattered energy. The
extinction coefficient y can be thought of as the sum of an absorption •>
coefficient -". and a scattering coefficient b. Consider a unit volume '
containing N particles of radius r. 'Die amount of light scattered by
the volume ot unit length £z is given by
/>! = I N «r" Q £z. (3-2)
o 'sea '
where Qsca is a di'nensionless quantify calleo th.e scattering efficiency
and is a function of r and wavelength \. The quantity nr Q is called
the scattering cross-section of the particle and is symbolized by CT . >,
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IThe quantity Qsca is defined as the ratio of the scattering cross-section
to the geometric cross-section (JIT ). Thus
b = N jtr2 Q = N a (r). (3-3)
sea sea
When the particles are not of the same size, b is obtained by summing over
a distribution.
b = r. Nr «r2 Qgca(r) (3-4)
where N is the number of particles of radius r per unit volume. Normally,
the sum is replaced by an integral:
b = / N(r) *r2 Q (r)dr = / N(r) c (r)chr, (3-5)
O L.C1
where N(r)c!r is the number o£ particles in the unit volume with sizes
between r and r + dr. Furthermore, the size distribution function N(r)dr
frequently is noi-mai. i.zed and treated as th? probability function p(r),
Buch that
>«>•* - ' •
and finally,
b - N fp(r) o Cr)dr = N o , (3-7)
o J K sea o sea'
where N is the number of particles per unit volume and o is the
o . v . . * sea
average cross-section per particle.
The quantity a which has the dimension of area, may be treated as
the integral of an angular scattering distribut ion function, a(9), such
that
n., (3-8)
o \.c
where S\ is the solid ar.gle in steradians.
If the radiation is polarized, the expression is more complicated:
o = a cos fP + a sn f i ' , (3-9)
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where Oj_ (9) is the angular scattering distribution function for light
polarized perpendicular co the scattering plane, o,, (9) is the angular
scattering distribution function for light polarized in the scattering
plane, and cp is taken as zero in the scattering plane. Since crsca cannot
depend on the polarization state of the incident light, it follows that:
a. (6) -<- (^9)
a(9) = -± - - --- . (3-10)
A consideration of the absorption coefficient a gives rise to terms
analogous to those defined in scattering. Thus, there are Qabs(O, the
absorption efficiency, and Pat,g(r)> fche absorption cross-section. Tha
-jequation corresponding to Eq. (3-7) redds:
a = No, (3-11)
o abs
and
y =- N o + N o . = N o . (3-12) j
o sea o abs o ext ,'
The appropriate Corn for the particle-si".? distribution function is ;
naturally important to any experimental or an.lytit.al study. A distribution
function po&sessi.ig Che general form:
M(r) =-- rA exp(-Br) (3-13) ]
4
has been ut.d,l successfully by Deirmend jian (Rei: . 8) and Zuov, ec al ;
(ReL* 14) . It has also been used to fit prior experimental work done in *
the fcg chamber (Reisman ct al (Ref. 5)), The pe''< of this distribution j
occui s where r = A/B,
<i
!
Results for Water Fogs f
The transmission data we: e processed first since they are required '•
for ';he processing of the scattering data. A smooth curve is drawn j
through the raw data and a series of points tabulated from the smoothed
curve. Since the fog chamber completely clears at the end of a run, the i
iOO% transmittance reference is always available. In the caso. of the j
COj laser, fluctuations of its power level make it necessary to reconstruct
the 100% transmittance reference from the monitor '.race. Because the
 (
visible transmission covers such A \.'ide dynamic range, it is always neces- {
sary to change recorder scales d".r.ng the run. It is convenient to replot J
the data on semi-log paper to recover information occurring at the time of
a scale change. A typical time hiotory of the transmission at 0.6328 u. j
dur'ng the portion of the cycle used for data analysis is shown in Fi^. 3-2. ,'
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I'TG. 3-2. versus time for a waterTypical curve of TQ
fog. Zero time corresponds approximately to
the time in the cycle when the fog has l<een
generated and is starting to dissipate. The
path length is 240 cm.
n
1 he change in transt»ission is due primarily to chang^ in the number of
t'o1? particles per unit volume, although there is also a change in the ,
pa; tide-size distribution as subsequent analysis will show. The path [
length foi all the water fog runs was 240 CP.
rrar.smission data are generally more reliable than scattering data i
since 'he former do not require absolute calibration. With very large .'
scattering coefficients, one possible source of error in transmission
nieasarc-p.ents arises from scattered light entering the transmission monitor. 'i
Reported checks during the course of the experiment showed this did not *
occur Varying the aperture immediately preceding the monitors TP(2) and
PM(2) j>r i.-kced no significant change. Further, the magnitude of the
•••ifcasi-'rtd sc, ttered radiation for the solid angle subtended by the trans- 7
mission r'aij. or '^ as found to be less than the resolution of the instrument.
From Equa> ions (3-1) and (3-12), it follows that T
&.
''
H
 -
6 qcxt, 10.6 /, i, N
r= = 1 (3-14) ~K,
0.63 ?0.iM °e:tt, 0.63 |
vbers
t
--- (-AT, )/L - N af. \ o axt,X
In o.-dcr to s ;>npiify v e notation c , „ ,/c
 n ,-. is writte- is f/ ., . . , ext. 10.6' ,.(?\L,0.63 . . _ , . - - su
'0 (- 0' 6V "^s quantity is plottciras a function of y,
 (., in Fig. 3-3
fdi'rc"en iiid..'pandent i >g runs. The chamber length L ;s 240 cm. It is
readily apparent tha': o > tr a wide dynamic range of fog density (0.0025 j-
< -,.. , < 0.()•..'•) the cir i i points are well superimposed, indicating 4
re;jfcar=tb: lif.% . Far-lifir, n more than hal >' of the region the furction is
essentially coni-tsnt. ir.o eating that tne distribution is constant. As ~
the fog jisslp,'ti->s tnsre 'S a noticeable reduction in O^Q ^ /OQ ^  which *
sugi^eFts t'nat. the part ' cj i:-size distribution shifts toward smaller
p.3rx.icl(.!«. S'oj/.r'.ri.po.scd O' the experimental data arc the values for --•
a
'0 f'/nO ol c-ii_ul-tf:ii for -evoral narrow, square distributions and a {
partJ-clc--SK'.e distribution of the r^e~^r form which has been synthesized
to bec-t fit the obu,:cved e qperirnental data. The "square" particle-size
dist.ribuc ions referred i:> '^ re. and later indicate a distribution with f
tT(r) = 1 fo*- r < r c r and N(r) = 0 for r < r or r > r . The
. . . Q - •-, , n . .
 no j m j .Cj.st r i oution wi-2'ch is uRuil.y set at either 2r or 1 micron, depending
upon the purpose of the calculation. The indices of refraction used in J
chis calculation vere tak'. . from Irvine and Pollack (Ref. 9). They are j
i*v •-- 1.33 at 0.6328 , ?n 1 n = 1.178 and ni = 0.075 at 10.6 [i. n±
WAS gi«en js I.1 x 10'" ,1". 6.6328 p by Irvine and Pollack bt.t was set
equal to ^ero for co-'iput^". onal purposes since its contz'ibution vould ^
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be negligible for the particle sizes considered. A significant savings
in computer time was realized by this approxjmation.
A technique that is currently under investigation in an 'J R&D program
at Philco-Ford involves synthesizing total distributions by using narrow,
square distributions. These sub-distributions arc assigned various
weighting factors and their influence on Icey scattering parameters are
assessed using a slide r>:le or desk calculator. The technique makes it
possible I'o consider the effect of subtle distribution changes rapidly
and inexpensively and to gain insight into the relative sensitivity of
an observable to such changes. A more detailed description of the tech-
nique and some cf the results should be available in mid-1970.
Before comparing the experimental transmission results with the
calculations, it is best to consider the experimental scattering results.
Unlike the transmission data, the scattering dar.q requires an absolute
calibration. This is done by introducing the total primary beat., suitably
attenuated, into thfe appropriate scattering monilor. Then after determin-
ation of the attenuation factor, the scattered radiation is treated as a
certain fraction of the primary beam since the geometric factors are all
knovn. Possible errors lie in the determination of the attenuation factor.
In L'-'.C case of radiation at 0.6328 u, Krattcn filters were used. Since
several were required, the error in density may have approached 0.2,
although we feel it is considerably less (i.e., a calibration error of
60%). In the case of the 10.6 |_i radiation, the attenuators were Ge flats
used as polarizers. These were calibrated by using the power meter and
adjusting the power of the. laser. Because the dynamic range required
reading almost within the noise of the power meter, <? possible error of
a factor oi" two is, not unreasonable.
In processing the data, corrections are made for the attenuation of
the beam before it reaches the scattering vol-ime and again for the attenua-
tion suffered by the scattered beam before i': exits from the chamber. We
assume thai' only single-scattered radiation -eaches the detector. Consider
the power reaching the detector tnrough a sirall, solid angle /J-O ,it an
angle 9 from a unit scattering volume of length dz which lies a distance
z into ; he chamber of length L. The intuns it_y I incident on the scatter-
ing volvpie is I exp(-;/;:). The bearr intensity scattered toward the
detector £1(9) ?:; I N 0(8) A .adz. This is further attenuated by the
remaining chamber length (L-z) and the bean intensity oJ.s(9) ar the
detector is /_-l(9) expf-'/(L-a) ]. The power reaching the detector from
the entiru chamber i# then:
I (9) = / I exp(-/v) N a(9) expf -y (L-z) ] £ n dz =
o
IQ NQ e p(-/L) aC9) A n. L = IQ L T NQ o(9) f n. . (3-15)
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Note that the contribution of any scattering clement to 1^(6) is indepen-
dent of its location v;ithin the unamber.
If the particle-size distribution is constant as NQ varies, o(9) is
(9)
also constant and N c L is equal to -^>vT. It follows that
o ext
o , ext ext
A typical curve showing the scattering behavior at one angle as a
function of 7Q -^ is given in Fig. 3-4. If the distribution were constant,
the data would fall on a straight 1 ine with a slope of unity. The slope
of 1.45 implies either a slight change in particle-size distribution or
the presence of multiply-scattered light.
A more graphic picture of the scattering data is shown in Fig. 3-5.
The points were obtained from the raw data at several times during a run
by the use of Eq. (3-16). The 0.6328 u data will integrate to unity over
a full sphere since c
 xt = o ca at 0.6328 u,. The data at 10.6 u will
integrate to a value less rh.in unity since oext = (7Sca + °abs' *'ie
quantity oext was uned iii both cases since it is the directly measured
variable. Superimposed on the experimental data are corresponding quan-
titlas calculated from Mie scattering theory for several narrow, snuare
distributions as well as the "best" synthesized distribution [N(r) =
Kr e~ ] . The near-forward scattering at 10.6 p. is essentially constant
over the observed angular interval and, hence, is shown pictorially at
20 and 40 milliradiaus only. The points have been "fanned" about these
angles for better visualization since they overlap each other. The
average decrease in value frort 0 to 50 milllradians for the four cal-
Culated curves at 10.6 n is on?.y 4,5 x 10"^  Bter"^-. The near-forward
scattering data at 0.6328 u correlates \:ell with angle and has been
plotted at each observation angle. Undoubtedly, the analytical data
could be made: to fir. the experimental points a little better by making
Subtle charges in the shape of the par ciclc-size distribution function.
There is little point in doing this to high precision because of the
possible calibration errors discussed earlier. The: particle-size dis-
tribution useJ in the calculation is shown in Fig, 3-6. The constants
A and B of rAe"^r were derived by fitting the curve through three, one-
micron wide, square distributions centered at 2, 4^ arid 6 microns radius.
The three square probes had been weighted to best fit the observed data.
The curves are normalized to unit crea in the calculations; however, the
curve illustrated in Fig. 3-6 has been normalized to a peak height of
unity for illustrative purposes. The distribution is quite similar to
that observed exper imentnl ly by Arnulf (Ref. 1) in his numerous measure-
ments of the particle sizes in natural fogs. The complete angular
scattering distribution function for water for this particle distribution
is shown in Fig. 3-7,
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FIG. 3-4. Ratio of scattered power at 30 milliradians to the
product I TA_O, versus y~ ,-.. The wavelength is
0.6328 u.°
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There are distinct differences in the behavior of the scattering
data at. the two wavelengths. One of the riost obvious differences is that
the normalized scattering at 10.6 a appears to be very insensitive to
changes in f.og density. This could riean that °(9)/0ext ^s insensitive
to changes in the particle-size distribution associated with changing
density. However, the analytical behavior as judged by the square dis-
tributions readily disproves this assumption. The only reasonable con-
s'.usion is that f:he discri'.iution undergoes only minor changes during the
oh&erv?tion time and has a Con:; which minimizes the influence of these
changes on o(9)/oext at 10.6 u. '^ 'he value of o(9)/oexj. at 0.6328 \i
behaves differently. As the Fog evolves there is a monotonic decrease
in the normalised scattering. It is important to note, however, that
the shape of tliu function does not change (i.e., the slope) as miyht be
predicted from the behavior of the scattering functions calculated from
ihe square distributions. In fact, in fitting the dara to an analytical
distribution, the shape influenced the selection more Chan the absolute
vdlue. Thus the 2 u square distribution was not considered seriously
although the scattering value matched well. T.i there is minimal absorp-
tion, the detector can record radiation which has been scattered multiply
and, hence, it records a higher value than single scattering alone predicts.
This may account for some of the spread in data au 0.6328 u. Furthermore,
the added component would be very insensitive to angle since it arises
from an integral over all angles. The net result would be curves that
decrease monotonicallv w\th decreasing fog density and maintain their
shapes (i.e., slopes). A detailed analysis of the multiple scattering is
beyond the scope ot this program.
It Is clear from the large dynamic ranges covered by the extinction
and scattering coefficients during an experiment, that NQ or o c or both
are changing with time. A plot of O-^Q §/2n 53 shows no great change over
a wide range of N a,, ,.,• i-e., ?Q
 fl-j, 'which strongly suggests that most
of the effect is due to a changing K . Figure 3-3 taken by itseJf and
analysed only with square, distributiou functions (i.e., in this case
-0.5 \i. from nominal) implies a nearly constant si^e distribution of 3 u
for the dense fog (!.«., /•„ ,., between 0.010 and 0.017 cm'1) and then a
slightly decreasing average'radius for less-dense fogs.
The normalized scattering function (a(9)/.-iOV(.) at 10. o n appears to
be constant for a wide range of ?g ^3. It is fit with c 4 u square dis-
tribution function in Fig. 3-5. This fit may be deceptive since the
uncertainty Li\ the calibration could be a factor of 2. Thus a 3 u square
distribution might also fit. In cither case, it doesn't show the spread
that might be expected from the .TJ^Q (,/CQ
 f,- curves. The 0.632S M scatter-
ing data fit a 3 LI square distribution function quite well insoiav as
slope is concerned, but misses badly in absolute value, probably beyond
the possible error. Since wo have assumed th?t the shift!, in the 0.6328 ji
scattering curves are caused by multiple scattering ^nd not by distribution
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changes which cause a change in slope, we must fit the experimental data
of the lightest fog (i.e., least multiple scattering) Lo the theoretical
curve. The distribution N(r) = Kr^e~-^r appears to fit the data wall,
except for the magnitude of the visible scattering. It also is a better
fit of the measured angular scattering distribution function (Ref. 5) and
the part icle~sit:e distribution measured by Arnulf (Ref. 1) in natural fogs.
At small angles o(ft) increases more, rapidly than ocxc with increa.-.ing
partielf.- size. Therefore, c(6)/o increases with particle size and a
few large particles in the tail OL a size distribution strongly influence
f-I.e observed ana calculated values of o(9)/cey(.. Thus, caution ir.uGC be
used iii comparing the experimental data -^ith the values calculated £rom
square probe distributions. This is clearly shown by examining Figures
3-3, 3-5, and 3-6. The distribution shown in Fig. 3-6 peaks at 2 u.. At
3 u, N(r) has decreased by a factor of 1.8 and at A u N(2)/N(4) is 6.1.
Yet due to the rapid increase in o with radius, the value of O-IQ , /a- ,_
t-aown in Fig. 3-3 for the re" dibtr ibutioa is alrrost identical to
the value f.oc the 3 j.; square distribution. Figure 3-5 shews the same
results at 0.6328 u for 0(9)/c . At 10.5 u in Fig. 3-5 the effect is
even nore pronounced and v (.£")/a
 eiit ^or t'ne r e"^r distribution falls
between the values computed tor the 3 and ^ u square distributions.
T'.ie one inconsistency that all of these measurements leave is the
answer to the question of how the distribution changes as the fog evolves.
On the basis of extinction ratios, the size decreases as the fog evolves.
The near- forward scattering data imply that the size regains constant.
Finally, large angle scattering data (Ref. 5) indicate increasing sizes.
Since the size changes are small, the particle-size distribution is
probably changing in a way that is not adequately described by a single
si^e parameter. Thu combined effects of condensation or evaporation,
agglomeration end fall our might, for ex<i;nple, increase the size of the
peak while lowering the nun,her of particles in the tail. In the right
combination such a change might account for all the effect.0,.
Some comments should be made relating the fogs in the experiment to
fogs as they naturally occur. One of the facts which make comparison
difficult is, the extremely diverse size distributions which are reported
in the literature. Since the particle numbsr density is often determined
by normalizing to the total mass of liquid water of density ^ in a unit
volume,
A Tft"
m = / NQ p(r) —-— o dr,
the value of N is even more diverse than the shape of the distribution.
Accurate collection of drop s.imples is exceedingly difficult siiice the
smaller droplets invariably follow the .<ir stream and miss the collector.
Ranz and Wong (Re.f. 15) have made a careful parametric study of the prob-
lem and have calculated collection e!ficienci&s for a variety of types and
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shapes of collectors. Careful experiments like those performed by Arnulf
(Ref. I), in which he uses 0.01 j: spider webs to collect his samples,
always yield distributions which peak well below 10 y radius. In particu-
lar, Arnulf's curves all peak at about 2 ^ radius. Experiments of the
1930's and 1940's indicated peaks around 40 ^; apparently few of the
smaller particles were collected. Once o distribution has been assumed
and the corresponding o has been calculated, the extinction coefficient
easily can be related to number density. For the N(r) -- Kr e~ distri-
bution, uhich peaks at r = 2 u, CQ ^ ., is approximately 43 :: 10"° cm- . 1C
N is 1000 particles per cm , y^ ,-•> i~ about 40 km"
 } which corresponds to
a dense fog. The extinction coefficient for the artificial fogs in this
experiment ranged from 200 to 1600 \~m'L (i.e., 4000 - 32,000 particles/cm3).
Results for Ice Fogs
The diagnostics for the ice fog experiments were identical to those .'*
used for the vater fogs. The transnn ttancas at 0,6328 u and 10.6 j_i were
monitored along with the output of the CO., laser. The fourth monitor
again recorded the radiation scattered at the selected angle and wavelength. £
Two techniques of ice fog generation were u- '. These aro described in an ~~>
earlier section. The first of these techniques, wherei'i the chamber is
scaled between experiments, was given primary emphasis. Ihe other technique T
was not as satisfactory since the temperature ol the chamber changed con- ^
siderably from experiment to experiment while the end plugs were open. The
discussion which follows will pertain almost entirely to the fir^t technique _^
and will amplify some of tiic descriptions in the section on fog generation. {
When the v/i-amber is unplugged an evolutionary process begins which, is
about the same from run to run. At first there is a slight residual ice ~
fog which appears to almost clear up after several seconds. The trans- r
mittance at both 0.6328 u and 10.6 u reaches some initial value within
two or three seconds after the plug is removed and then slowly increases -.
for about 10 seconds. During the next 40 seconds The particles increase
in number and grow, and the fog rapidly increases in density. For the
next minute the fog density slowly decreases and finally reaches an
equilibrium. The particles can ba seen scintillating, and che most notable
ones may be as large as 10 to 15 n in ladius, judging from the free fall
rate (i.e., about 2.5 cm/sec). However, since the ice particles are not
spherical, the size may be underestimated. In any event, this probably i
represents an upper limit to be associated with the tail of some size
distribution.
The behavior of the ice fog up to the point of maximum extinction
caii vary from run to run, poss.'bly because it is difficult to create
precisely the same initial conditions, such as temperature, huiiidity,
number of seed particles, etc., each time. Once the fog is dense, it 5
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appears much more repefttable. The data were taken from the charts
beginning slightly before the r.ransmittance minimum and proceeding at
fixed intervals of 15 seconds. The data taken fiom each of the cherts
were tabulated, and a cornp;:l er was used to calculate the values of kev
functions such as O^Q -A'o 63' T^ 1-5 quantity is plotted in Fig. 3-fi
versus the extinction'coefficient, v _, which is related to the trans-
mittjnce, chamber length L(210 en-), w ,' and oc>t by:
During a single run, 7 decreases by only a limited amount from its
maximum value to a point where sLeady state is reached. However, on
; succeeding runs the chamber proceeds to warm up ?nd successive data points
i are shifted to lower values of 7, During run 103,, for example, the chamber
wall temperature was abcvt -52JC. Run 128 was made with tne wall at aboat
f -503C. Figure 3-8 shows 67-
 (- to vary from about 0.003 cra~^ to about
j" 0.007 cir "ith a mean of O.GlKo c:n *• over the data portion of the six
runs shown. This spread in 7., ^ Per run anc* between runs is typical of
f all the. ice data. Note that n|^ C/CQ (-3 increases slightly with clecreas-
? ing 7^ ,-j. This implies a grow*fi in the mean particle size during each
v
 run anu oetween successive rvns.
f Although the simple Mie theory is not completely applicable to non-
{' spherical particles, it can be used to estimate average cross-sections and
forward-scattering, particularly for larger particles where the for*srd-
;~ scattering arises from diffraction around the edges of the partic?.s.
5 Calcxilated values of C,Q ^ /^ Q fj ^or sevcl"sl squara parti.cle distributions
also are shown in Fig. 3-S. The indices us.ed for the calc ilation :". .' u
are from Irvine and Pol lack (Ref, 9); however, their tables do no'. -
'' wavelengths < 0.95 u for ico, Tnus, we set the index values for ,;. - .
t to those for water at 0.6328 p. since, they are similar in the visii:.
Figure 3-9 shows the normalized scattering c(8)/o
 v{. plotted as a
J function of angle in the near-forward direction for both' wavelengths. The
functions .are plotted for several values of extinction coefficient. The
points were obtained by selecting a small range of extinction ano'finding
{; the value of the normali-jeu scattering function at a given ar.gje. When
two or m~re data points on o given run could bf> used, or where two runs
overlapped, o(8)/c£.xl »as obtained by averaging. Also included in Fig. 3-9
are the curves ol o(^ )/3 .,f calculated for several square distributions.
c'(t)//c ... is almost indepenrient of angle at 10.6 :i foi small angles. The
decrease in val"e from 0 to 50 niilliradians for the calculated curves at
10.6 ^ vsries Cron 4.5 x 10"'* to 59 x 10" f ster"^- as the mean radii
increase from 3 to 6 u. The change in 7^ ., between runs does not allow
overlap of the data for all the 7^
 fn values selected for presentation in
Fig, 3-9. Therefore, the number of o(8)/oext versus angle and 7_ ,^ points
1 vary as a function of the time sequence in which the rims were made.
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T0 10 20 30 40 50
SCATTERING ANGLE (MiLLiRAOtANS)
FIG. 3-9. Angular plot of normalized scattering data dt 0.632S M anc' 10.6 [j.
wavelength and calculated curves for various particle-size distri-
butions. The index values used in the ca.lcul.nt-ions are: n - 1.33
and n. - 0 at 0.6328 u; nr = 1.213 and ru = 0.1555 at 10.6 p. The
calculated curves are for 1 u. wide square distributions centered
at the indicated radii. The 0.6328 u, parameters corresponding to
the experimental points are:
Point
O
O
X
0.018 cm"
0.015 cm"!"
0.012 cm_n
0.008 cm
3.20
2.56
1.70
0.63
0.022
0.041
0.077
0.182
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The ice icg particles as judged from O,Q (,/QQ r~ sccm LO grow slightly
during a run (as N c
 t decreases). They also seem to grow from run to
run as again NQ oext decreases and the chamber wall temperature increases.
This implies that N is decreasing and that particle sizes are increasing.
The equivalent square distribution radius which best fits the data is cen-
tered at about 4 u. It seems prcbsbie that the peak of the true distribution
if1, at 2.5 to 3.5 u with a tail out to perhaps 8 u. The normalized 10.6 u
scattering data suggest substantial increases in particle size to the
4-6 micron range. The scattering at 0.6328 u, suggests the 5-6 u. range.
We note that the shape or" the 6 n curve fits the scattering data at
0.6328 u quite well. Comparing the average valuo of tha x and o points
to the values of the 6 u curves, the 6 u curve is too high by about 33%
at 0.6328 u and by about 37% at 10.6 |a. The average of the x and o points
would correspond to data taken at 7,, ^ of about 0.0135 cm" . The peak
of the true distribution is probably'not shifting as much as these results
imply, but the fraction of the particles in the tail which strongly in-
fluence the forward scattering is probably varying. The relationships
between the values calculated by using square distributions and those
calculated by using r*ve~ distributions mentioned in the water fog dis-
cussion above also apply to the ice fog data. Thus, the peak of the
actual distribution for the ice fogs probably lies between 2.5 and 4 ji.
So far we have considered only the gross characteristics of the ice
fogs. Within each run ther» a^e small subtleties, luost of which are not
repeatable and, therefore, not important. Occasionally a small detail is
continually repeated so that it demands a sound physical explanation.
Consider runs 103 and 111 in Fig. 3-10 *:hich contains curves of O.Q /,/°Q t-<
versus 7- ,_ on an expanded scale with zero /suppressed. Beginning at
point 1 on run 103, we see the. extinction ratio increase monotonically to
point 4, 45 sec later while y.-j u-\ has oeen decreasing. Thus the number
of particlt-s is decreasing while the particle size increases. After point
4, there is an abrupt change. 7p ^3 remains essentially constant while
the ratio GIQ 5/0^ ,.-. decreases for over 30 seconds. This must mean that
°10 6 ^s ^ecreas'-n£ with an accompanyjne decrease In particle size as
observed with 10.6 (i radiation. The effect is rcpndteci in dozens of runs.
Run 111 shows the same phenomenon later in the morning when the wall
temperature was slightly warmer. Runs 113, 121, and 128 were ta.cen in
sequence beginning again with a cold wall. All ruiic exhibit this effect.
The scattering data at 0.6328 u and 10.6 u tend to aucl supporting
facts. Figure 3-11 shows two runs which were selected for comparison
because the curves' shapes versus time (point number) were considered to
be the most representative of all runs. The 7^ ^  scales do not overlap,
thus the ordinate and abscissa values nust be treated as relative rather
than absolute in comparing the two curves. For points 1 through 3, the
10.6 u scattering is increasing while the visible scattering is decreasing.
From then on the 10.6 u, scattering decreases to point 6, while the visible
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scattering is essentially constant:. Beyond this point both remain rela-
tively constant. It may ho possible to adjust the parameters so that an
increase in particle size combined with a simple reduction in N would
product the curves shown between points 1 and 3 in Fig. 3-11. However,
after point 3 the explanation becomes r.ore difficult. It appears that
the average particle size is decreasing but only as observed at lJ.6 p..
A possible explanation may he found in sctr.e recent e/.periments with
ice fog performed by F. K. Odencrantz and P. K. llilclenbrand (Kef. 16).
They have reportedly seen via electron microscopy a transient growth of
ice whiskers on ice crystals during one of the stages of evolution. The
whiskers are unstable and disappear when the crystal stops graving. They
reported that the whiskers are 0.5 to 1.0 u in diameter and can be 5 to
20 u in length. The spacing between them can be on the order of 5 u.
Mo;>t of their work was done at chamber tempera»->!rcs of -5 to -15°C. If
their results are valid and can be extrapolated to our working temperature
(i.e., -50°C), the whiskers could explain all of the observations. The
whiskers appear as small, widely separated scatterers co the 0.6323 ^
radiation and do not significantly influence the forward scattering. How-
ever, the distance between the whiskers is less than the 10.6 u wavelength.
"Hence the whiskers disturb the wave front and give the particle an effective
radius somewhere between the particle radius and the radius at which the
whisker separation is about one wavelength. It the assumption is correct,
the problem serves to illustrate the utility of the multiple wavelength
approach to scattering and propagation. By using two or more wavelengths
in performing an experiment, the versatility is greatly increased and
deeper insights become possible.
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SECTION 4
EXTINCTION »Y FOGS BETWEKN 2.3 AND 3.6 MICRONS
Optical Ari'angement for Multiple-Wavelength Attenuation Measurements
Radiant energy from a Nernst glower passes through a 450 Hz chopper
and is focused onto a. 1.5 mm diameter aperture s^op. .A spherical mirror
of 114 cm focal length collimatcs the energy which has passed through the
aperture stop. The resulting beam diameter is 4 cm with approximately
1.3 niillirauians divergence. The collimated beam passes through either
the ice-cloud chamber Oi the water-cloud chamber to the receiving optics
shown in Figure 4-1.
Spherical mirror Ml focntes the incoming beam onto a circular aperture
stop A which limits the field of view of the system to approximately 4
millLradians. The dian.eter of A irt about 50 percent larger than the some-
what astigmatic image formed on it. Stop A thus eliminates most of the
scattered and extraneous energy without limiting the primary transmitted
beam. Mirror M3 images aperture stop A onto the entrance slit S of a
grating spectrometer. Filter Fl eliminates overlapping orders of shorter
wavelengths in the grating spe.ctroinetc-r and reflects a portion of the
energy onto mirror M4 which in turn images stop A on a PbS detector D.
Interference filter F2 restricts the transmitted beam to approximately
0.2 micron hand pass centered at 2.45 microns. This filter channel serves
as a fixed wavelength reference.
The grating spectrometer employs a 64 nun x 64 mm grating and has 2
exit slits whose wavelength reparation is approximately 0.1 micron. The
spectral slitwidth of each channel is about 0.005 microns. The exit slits
are imaged on PbS detectors which are coo]ed by liquid nitrogen to enhance
their sensitivity to longer wavelength radiation. The spectrometer was
used to measure the transmittance of artificial fogs at several wavelengths
between 2.3 and 3.6 microns, while the filtered channel simultaneously was
used to measure the transmittnnce at 2.45 microns. Filter Fl was temporarily
replaced by a flat glass window to make a few simultaneous measurements at
0.63 and 2.45 microns.
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Boxes enclose both the transmitting optics and the receiving optics
so that most of tho optical path outside of the cloud chamber can be
flushed with dry N2 to reduce absorption by water vapor. This is particu- t
larly important near 2.7 n where H00 vapor absorption is very strong. '
Partitions within the receiving optics box further reduce extraneous
backgj ouncl radiation to a negligible level. •
i
As the ice clouds form and dissipate, temperature gradients in the:
chamber produce turbulence which causes fluctuations in the detector
output not directly related to changes in cloud density. The turnulence I
causes greater fluctuations on the spectrometer detector outputs than on '
detector D in the reference channel. The sensitive element of D is con-
siderably larger than the image formed on it so that the output is not t
sensitive to small motions of the image. On the other hand, slit S is .!
narrower than the image on it so that image motion due to turbulence
undoubtedly produces variations in the detector outputs. The turbulence • °
is greatest when the chamber io tirst opened a:ic! decreases after a cloud *
has formed. In order to reduce errors iu the extinction coefficient
caused by turbulence to less than approximately 5 percent, we limited
 t
most of the measurements to fo£3 of at least 50 percent extinction. ^
t
Fluctuations in detector signals due to variations in water cloud
density were strongly correlated with both ti;ne and smplitude for all v
three detectors. Therefore, errors in tho ratios of extinction coef- :
ficients resulting from cloud noise are probably less than 2 percent.
Kach detector output is amplified by a phase-sensitive amplifier and \
displayed on a strip chart recorder. The recorder chart drives are
synchronized and run at the sa'.ie speed. The speed can V-e varied contin-
uously during a measurement, making it possible to spread u^L portions i
of tlie chart where die clef Section is ..changing rapidly i.'ithoiit ma'..-ing the ?
total chart length o:\cei.sivc. AupLxi" ier time constants of 0.1 scr wore
employed in order to preserve fast cnanget. in the signals. Maximum -j
recorder pen speeds are approximately 0.5 seconds for full-scale deflection. *
Representative recorder tracing;- are shown with the discussion of the
results.
Experimental Results for Water Fogs
The transmittancos or several samples of water fog have been
measured at selected wavelengths between 2.3 and 2.6 microns with i\:-.
equipment described above. figure A-2 sho»>s the recorder deflection as
a function of time for a typical water fog. The spectrometer monitored
the transmitted beam at 2.82 u and 2.1>2 u in this example. Tho water
fog cycle is produced bv first allowing the chamber to come to equilibrium
with a saturated atmosphere at a temperature of about 20°C. Then, liquid
nitrogen is flowed through coolinp, coils at Lhe top of the chamber to
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chill Llie at.':,osphere in Che chamber and create a super-saturated condition
which lends to tog. The time scale ir. Fig. 4-2 arbitrarily starts at the ,
tine the liquid nitrogen co.iuncnced flowing thxough the cooling coils. The }
duration of the nitrogen flow for this run was 90 seconds. As shown in 1
c!vx figure, however, the density of the fog continues to increase until
about 170 seconds aftor the start of the nitrogen flow. This is partially J
due to the J.herwal Tuasa of the cooling coils x^hich continue? i.c cool the '
chamber aftiT the nitrogen has stopped flowing. The continued growth of
fog particles may also contribute to the increase in density.
Note ta.'it at the end of the run the transmission of the 2.82 n
channel is higher than at the beginning. This is caused by a de .rease ..,
in the amount of water vapor within the chamber during the run and the |
corresponding decrease in water vapor absorption. Wavelengths are •i
generally chosen where the IUO vapor absorption is minimal, but some
absorption cannot be avoided"in the strong part of the 1170 vapor absorp- ~l
tioi: band. Further, the wavelength separation between the two spectrometer ,|
slits is fixed at 0.1 >i; therefore, only one of the wavelengths can be
set at an absorption n-.inimuni. In cases of excessive absorption, we only ~
consider data for which the fog transn-.ittance is less than approximately |
10 percent to minimise eirors due to vapor absorption. ~*
The beam vas blocked during the short period of zero transmission T
encountered at al/out 125 seconds;' this was done iu the area of the -t
vninirvmro transi-iissi on or every run to reduce errors in the analysis pro-
duced by shifts in the zero level. The small scale structure which occurs r
simultaneously in the three curves is caused primarily by variations in f
the fog deiisify and by turbulence in the air. When the structure becomes
too fine, the spectrometer channels show direct correlation within the
structure, but the structure is lost on the filter channel. As isaentioned |
in the equipment description, this is probably caused by the spectrometer ^
entrance slit being narrower thnn the image formed on it, while the only
limiting scop in the filter channel is the system's entrance aperture. "|
Figure -t~2 shows the transnittance to consistently decrease from 2.S2
 ru |
to 2.92 u to 2.45 p. This indicates that the extinction coefficient
increases progressively from 2.S2 u to 2.92 n to 2.45 u. -r
I
Only ulie portion of the cycle after the fog had reached tuinr.nuni A
transmittance was considered in the data reduction. During this tinu
the particle-si^e distribution is probably changing more slo\%lv and snore -'
nearly represents natural fogs, although the nunher density is probably i
higher than in natural fogs. The 2.45 n curve was used to select rimes
when data points were taken. Intervals corresponding to approximately "*
10 seconds were chosen when the average trnnsmittances at 2.45 ^  were |
5, 10? and 50 percent. The average trnnsmittances during these same
ti periods at the other two wavelengths were th.->n determined frori the -,
cu _'S. Ratios of the extinction cross-sections c../o0 ,r were then It\ ^ • "t j $
40
calculated. Essentially no forward scattered radiation was detected, so
^ this ratio is equal to the corresponding ratio (/-.Tj/^ .T2 45). Throughout
j|| this section c denote? creyt . and e-ratio at \ means (01/^ 2.45). As dis-
** cussed previously, the a-ratio at a particular wavelength is independent
of K0, the particle density, provided the par tide-size distribution re-
f
 nnins constant.
ttin
The lower panel of Figure 4-3 presents a plot of the cr-ratios for
f all o!f the daca obtained with the water fog clumber operating in its normalcycle. The solid, top curve is drawn through the circles and the square?..The lover, dashed curve is drawn through the x's. In plotting the curve,
the 5 and 10 percent points were grouped together since there is consider-
I able overlap between then. The 50 percent: points were considered sepa-rately since they consistently fall below the other two values. A simple
average of the a-ratio was taken for the points at each wavelength to
f determine the lo:at.ien of the curve. A variation in the particle-size dis-tribution during the dissipation ct the fog is implied by th-a separation of
the curves.
.j< The upper two-panels of Figure 4-3 contain spectral plots of the
** imaginary (n^ ") and real (nr) parts of the conplrx index ox refraction for
water. The curves ere based or. values tabulated by Irvine and Pollack
^ (Rei. 9), and these values arc usec' for calculating theoretical cr values.
£. These index values are probably subject, to sizeable errors because of the
difficulty in neasuring these Quantities in this region where both n- and
— nr change rapidly and n^ attains large values. Nevertheless, tuese curves
^ provide Che bssis for an explanation of the c-ratio curves. l.'l.e miiiirum
5n /^-"2 45 ac Jkout 2.75 j* is undoubtedly related to the nini-iiMin in nr at
the same'wavelength. Ac 2.75 a, n-j_ in sufficiently snail that the influence
« of nr dominates for particle sizes typical of our normal fogs. The 2.45 -J,
'- - reference wavelength was chcsen to be near the regions of rapid change in
n^ and nr for ice ant! water. Consequently., for a given particle size,
J~ differences in the size parainet-prs at the reference w«»\elength and at the
I' other wavelengths of interest are small and cb mges in c-v are due orir-arily
to changes in n^ and n,..
I, Further discussions of the cr-ratio curves arc referred to the
calculated curves in Figures 4-4 snd 4-5 which are based or values of n^ ana
n_ fro'a Figure 4-3. A Mie theory computer program waj employed to calcu-
late cr for the particle-siae distributions indicated in these figures.
: Parcicle-size distributions, rather than individual particle sizes, were
used for the larger particles in order to srr.ooth out sorre of the influence
of resononces. The 4 <. r < 8 ^ curve in Figure 4-4 exhibits a Mie theory
resonance which completely obliterates the "window" which occurs n^ar 2.7 n
wavelength for smaller particles. The curve representing the 8-12 y, size
distribution illustrates the smoothing of individual particle resonances
v by integration over a large size distribution. These points also infer the
ii well-known result of Mie theory that o becomee nearly independent of n and i
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FIG. 4-3, Spectral curves of n. and n for water and
observed o-ratios for water fogs. The data
wi're taken at values of ?2 41- as follows:
O, 0.05; a, 0.1; x, 0.5.'
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FIG. 4-4. Spectral curves of calculated r,-ratios ior various particle-size
distributions for water. Except for the Kr°e~~'r distribution,
N(r) is constant for particle radii within the interval shown
and z:ero elsewhere. The solid curve is the lower experimental
curve from Fig. 4-3.
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FIG. 4-5. Spectral curves for water of the imaginary
index ratio and the c-ratios for r = 0.1
and 0.4 (i radius particles.
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for r » \. particularly if n.j is not too small. Thus, the ci-ratios
approach unity for this condition. Because of the smoothing of the reso-
nances, the cr-ratios approach unity for n wide distribution containing small
particles even though these particles individually exhibit strong resonances.
The curves in Figure 4-4 for intermediate sizu distributions
•demonstrate the strong dependence of the shapes of the cr-ratio curves on
partJcle size in regions where n^ and nr change rapidly. Minor changes
in the particle-size distribution during the dissipation of the fog can
account for the separation between the tvo experimental cuives in Figure
4-3. The calculated curves suggest further that a major portion of the
particles in our fogs lie between 2 and 4 u radius. This result is con-
sistent wiuh those discussed in Section 3. Thus, the a-rario curve for
the distribution N(r) = Kr exp(-3r) used in Section 3 was calculated and
is shown in Figure 4-4. The curve for this distribution provides a better
fit. to the experimental data than the other calculated distributions, al-
though the difference between this curve nnd the one corresponding to the
2 to 4 u square distribution is small. It appears that it would be diffi-
cult to derive a realistic particle-size distribution which would fit the
experimental curve on both the short wavelength and long wavelength sides of
the minimum. Because of the uncertainty in the tabulated values of nr and
n^, it is likely that these quantaties need to be adjusted. The effects
of Mie theory resonances are considered in niorc detail in the following
section on ice fogs.
Figure 4-5 further demonstrates the strong dependence of o on n^
when r « A and n^ is large. Two of the curves are spectral plots of the
c-ratio for r = 0.1 and 0.4 u,. The other curve represents n^ (\)/n.£(2.45).
We note that between approximately 2.8 and 3.6 u, wavelength where n. is
large, the n^ ratio curve and the r = 0.1 u cr-ratio curve are nearly the
same in shape. This implies th-.t at a given wavelength o is nearly propor-
tional to n^ for there very small particles. For even smaller particles
the sane relationship should hold. The psak of the cr-ratio curve for the
0.1 y, particles is 127, which is much larger than the corresponding value
of 9.1 for the 0.4 u, particles. Thus, 0.4 p, radius particles are not
sufficiently small nor is n^ sufficiently large for cr to be directly prc-
portional tc n^, even at X = 2.95 p..
In order to show experimentally the effects of the size distribu-
tion and to explore the stability of the size distributions produced by
the fog chambers, we have studied several fog samples produced by extreme
variations from the normal fog cycles. A striking example of the influence
of small particles is shown in Figure 4-6. Both the recorder deflection
and the a-ratio are plotted as a function of time throughout the evolution
of the fog. The fog was produced in the water fog chamber by directing a
scream of liquid nitrogen lengthwise through the top of the chamber. The
recorder deflection at 2.95 (j,, which corresponds to the peak of the imag-
inary index of refraction, decreased moot rapidly and remained consistently
less than at the other two wavelengths.
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FIG. &-6. Recorder deflection and a-ratios veisus time for a water
fog generated by introducing liquid nitrogen directly
into the fog chamber. The curves are identified by
wavelength in microns.
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t As seen in the cr-ratio plot, the 2.95 u extinction cross-suction
* r- was initially much larger than at 2.85 u or 2.45 u, and was always larger
i than at 2.85 |j.. The cr-ratio curves also demonstrate that initially the
particle sizes were quite small. The first point shown on the run corre-
sponds to a particle radius between 0.1 and 0.2 \i. Further, as the run
progressed in time the particles grew rapidly and became reasonably uniform
in size, as is indicated by the very gradual slope of the a-ratio curves
for times greater than 20 seconds. The time scale arbitrarily starts at
the time the liquid nitrogen was turned on; for this particular cycle the
duration of liquid nitrogen flow was 12 seconds. The chamber air temper-
ature varied between 8 and 15°C as read with a mercury thermometer. The
j. cr-ratio curves maintain « gradual slope, indicating an increase in particle
•f \:>r sizes up to 80 seconds, whereupon the changes in deflections were too small
T- ?* to read. This implies that the particles continue to grow even toward the
,V end of the cycle, and that the increase in transmission during the latter
['• "~. part of the cycle is due to a decrease in particle density rather than to
T f>
' a simultaneous decrease in particle size and density. Although this appears
valid for this extreme cat,e of fog generation, a normal fog cycle consumes
much more time, £.nd it is likely that both the particle size end density
decrease toward t.ie end of the run.
Two other techniques were, employed in an attempt to generate
particle-size distributions different from the norm. One technique con-
sisted of heating the water trays in the water i'og chamber to about 70°C,
whereas the normal temperature was about 20°C. In addition, the chamber
air was heated to between 45°C and 70°C before flowing the liquid nitrogen
through the cooling coils. We designate this as our "hot technique". The
other technique consisted of forming super-cooled water fog within the ice
cloud chamber at about -23°C. We call this the "cold technique".
Figure 4-7 shows experimental values of the a-ratio for the var-
ious types or water fogs. The values shown on the figure are average values
for a run at a given wavelength; the average is weighted linearly in tiiie
from about four seconds after the liquid nitrogen is turned off, until the
difference in recorder deflection between channels is too small to road.
The average value is the center of the circle for the hot water case and
the center of the diamond for the direct liquid nitrogen case; the bracket
about each point designates the range of fluctuation of the cr-ratlo during
the run. Not shown in the figure are values previous to four seconds after
terwinarion of the liquid nitrogen flow. These early values always corre-
spond to smaller particles than those present during the time over which
the average was taken. The solid curve in the figure is a re-plot of the
T-ratio for the lower curve in Figure 4-3 for a normal water cycle.
We note that only the fo« produced by flowing liquid nitrogen
.- directly into the chamber deviates significantly from the normal fog curve.
\. Since this technique was the most radical one, and also the one which pro-
'"' duct-d the smallest particles, it is to be expected that the deviation from
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the normal curve, would be greatest. However, it is of interest that points
corresponding to the fogs produced by the other techniques lie quite close
to those for the nonaal fog. In fact, they are reasonably well within the
spread of normal fog dat.i. Therefore, we conclude that the water fog size
distribution produced within a normal cycle is moderately stable, and thai,
the o-rario curves resulting from these fogs represent <i given size dis-
tribution with only small errors due to changes in parcicle sir.ea from
cycle to cycle.
Experimental Results for Ice Fogs
The transmittanco of ice fogs at 'selected wavelengths between
2.3 und l.o u was measured i:. the same manner as described abov.- for water
fogs. The ice. fog,; were generated by the sawc technique used in the near-
forward scattering experiment. The ice fog cycle is initiated by capping
the chamber ends and allowing the system to equilibrate at a tenpnrature
between -47 and -.C)1°C. Then, the <--nd apertures of the chamber ere simul-
taneously opened and room air at approximately SO percent relative humidity
• j-; flows into nnd mixes with the cold chamber air. Ice crystals form spon-
M taneonsly within the chamber and initially giow in size. Later in the
cycle, they ;;tabili/.o in si ?,t and number. The equilibrium tfiae is between
the larger particles found during the growth process aiiJ the small particles
;• found at the beginning of the cycle. The air temperature within the cham-
'. , ber increases ahoui: 2 ^ C during the cycle. At the eiu1 of each cycle, the
V end apertures are closed, and the chamber air cools to near equilibrium
p before the npxt cycle _s started,
. £
Figure 4-3 shows a typical example of recorder deflection as a
function of time for an ice- fog. Aii for water fogs, the filter channel
I remained at 2.45 |t wave-length. The cime scale commences witn <.'">a begin-
ning of a sjero-transput: tan.ee check,- the .sudden increase in transmit tance
con espopds to thn opening of the end apertures. The elapsed time during
the cycle it shorter here than during the near-forward scattering cxperi-
me.til. This is probably due to possible differences in room humidity and
,' * to the tighter fitting end taps used during these later cycles. Upon
ops.iing the end^, the part t c-les grow rapidly for about 25 seconds, after
] which the larger particles ("all out <uul the average particle siKe decreases
to an equilibrium v.^lut; at about 80 seconds. The transmittani. e values
used in calculating o-rattOH were read from the curves at the point of
, minimi'-, deflection on the 2,4? n curve and at several locations in
, increasing time from this point. From the relative positions of the
curves in the figure, it is apparent that f, g3/"', 45 is less than
f" DO g3/on L ^  nnd that both are less than unity.
The lower panel of Figure 4-9 i.hows the observed o-iatio for ice
,, fogs. The curve is drawn through an average of point?, obtained with Tj.45
I ranging from 4 percent to GO percent. The ratios did not show any con"
sistent progression in value as T,, ,, increased during the dissipation of
the tog. Therefore, the spread in"the data points represent noise within
1
 |" the data,
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To avoid possible errors caused by .1 y^radunl change in the envi-
ronmental factors controlling the particle-size -uistribution, the selection «
of wavelength was mJe at random for sequential runs until data were ae- j
quirc-d at all wavelengths 'if interest. The process VMS then repeated
several times at the more interesting wavelengths. As in the water fo$s
discussed above, data were taken at three wavelengths simultaneously during I
each run. *
In order to explore the possible effects of a different size dis- ";
tribution ov^ particle shape, we made a few measurements between 2.72 and j
3,23'u, with ice. foc;s produced by a diri'erent seheiw, The ice chamber was
at about -20°C and contained a super-cooled water fog. Silver iodide x^-as
nil-'&d as a seeding agent co cause the formation of ice particles at the ex-
perse of the water particles and K->Q vapor. The values of the o-vatio be-
tvcen 2.72 and 3,23 u for tlu* seeded ice fogs -.'ere always lower than for
the nonval ice fc>us. The general shape of the- cr-ratio curve for the seeded
ice fog was similar tv and had »i value of about SO percent of the r-ratio
curve for norm",! ice fogs,
The optical arvar.goivcnt was 'nodiiieu in psake a few raeasv.rer>ents
at 0.63 u. Values of (CTQ ^ ,3/^ 0 45) varied between appro.xiviatel> 0.8'3 and
0,98, with no apparent difference between the seeded fogs and the normal
ice fopv..
Tabulated data bv Irvine and Pollack (Ref. 9) form the basis for
the curws of n^ and nr for ice in Vigure 4-9 and were used for the- cnlcu-
lations uiscussed belovc, Fifcuvt- 4-10 shows calculated ^-ratio curves for
several siat; <)it>tr ittutions of tee parr.ioies, A Hie theory computer program was
employed to calculate the c-v-iluos used in the ratios. The curves are for
distributions with N(O constant over the inters la indicated, and zero at
all other values of v. The gross difference betwu.m the shape of the 2-4 u,
curve and the 't-S n curve is duo to resonances.
The influence of particle size or the j-ratio curve is illus-
trated further in Figure 4-11. For clarity, only a representative selec-
tion of the cr-ratio curves for narrow part Icle-siae distributions are shown.
Let us now identify a given c'-ratio curve for a narrow particle-size dis- .
tribution by the iwan particle radius within the distribution. The effects
of MJe theory resonances are clearly shown in the 2.7 to 2.8 u. wavelength
region. The c-x-atio increases very rapidly to a maxinuw ot about 1.8 as
the moan particle size increases fvovn 1.2 t,o 5.S u. As the particle size
continues to increase, the o-ratio quickly decreases to about 1,1 for a
mean particle size of 7.5 n. No larger particle-siso distributions were
calculated. The strong influence of large n^ is observed near 3,2 u wave-
length for small particles,
Figure 4-12 tshows plots of Qoxi = <?evt/Kr- versus particle radius
for three different wavelengths. At any given radjviti, o'-./r1, /r is equal
{
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FIG. 4-10. Spcctrni curves of calculated c-ratios for various partici'
size distributions t'or^iee. N(r) is constant for particT
radii vichin the intervals shown and zero elsewhere. The
sylid curve is the experimental curve from Fig. <*-9.
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FIG. i-ll. Spectral curves of calculated o-ratios for various
particle-size distributions for ica. N(r) is constant
for particle radii within the intervals shown and zero
elsewhere. The solid curve is the experimental curve
from Fig. 4-9.
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FIG. 4-12. Calculated curves of extinction efficiency versus* ice
particle radius for three wavelengths.
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to Q\/Q2 45> thus the progression of a-ratio with changing particle radius
can be visualized from Figure 4-12 at the 2.75 and 3,2 u wavelengths. Since ..
n^ is large at the 3.2 u, wavelength, the Q3 2 curve is highly damped and (
shows little oscillation after its initial maximum. Conversely, n, is . ;
small at 2.45 p. wavelength, and the Q2 45 curve shows little damping.
Scrutiny of the curves in Figure 4-12 also shows that the effects of Mie "]
theory resonances on the a-ratio will decrease as the particle-size dis- )
tribution widens.
The curves of n^ and nr for ice in Figure 4-9 are similar to the !
corresponding curves for vater in Figure 4-3. Therefore, similar a-ratio
curves would be expected for particles of approximately the same size.
Indeed, comparison of Figures 4-3 and 4-10 shows that the calculated ?
a-ratio curves representing the same particle sizes are similar for water .1
and ice. Note, however, that the minimum in the experimental a-ratio curve
for ice fogs is much narrower and sharper than the corresponding minimum ~^
for the water fogs. Further, the minimum in the water-fog curve coincides '|
in wavelength with the minimum in nr and a sub-minimum in n^, but this is
not the case for the ice fogs. The minimum in the a-ratio curve for the
ice fogs occurs at about 2.83 p,, while the minimum in nr is near 3 p,. The f
rapid change in n^ between 2.8 and '3 u rnay account for part of the dis~ -*
placement batween the minima. The influence of the peak in nr near 3.2 \i
on the a-ratio curve is corplicated by the large value of n... Irvine and T
Pollack (Ref. 9) state that the indices between 2.8 and 3.6'p, are very «
difficult to measure, especially for ice, and that sizeable errors may " " - - - - -
exist in their tables of *;ha indices of refraction between 2.8 and 3 y,. -»|
Blau, et al. (Rets. 3,4) have observed a "window" centered near **•
2.8 (i in natural ice clouds. This window undoubtedly corresponds to the
minimum in the a-ratio curve near 2.83 p,. Differences ir spectral resolu- p
tion of the two instruments and in the amount of water vapor absorption -i
could account for the shift in wavelength of maximum transmittance. As a
result of their cloud data and of rieasurcments on the scattering properties ~t
of mirrors and windows coated with ice frost, Blnu, et al. , ha\c concluded |
that the values of n^ and nr tabulated by Irvine and Pollack arc in error
near 2.8 p.. ^
The extinction and near-forward scattering data for our ice fogs •'
discussed in Section 3 indicate that the peak of the particle-size dis-
tribution lies between 2.5 p, and i u radius. Examination of the calculated ""«
a-ratio curves in Figure 4-11 and the Qext curves in Figure 4-!2 indicate _;
that the distribution peak must fall between about 1.6 and 3.6 a radius to
even grossly fit the: experimental a-ratio curve. Several a-ratso curves >
for distributions of the form N(r) = r^exp(-Br) with peaks from 2 to 3 p, •
were calculated. These curves were all similar in shape and value to the
2 < r < 4 p. curve shown in Figure 4-10; none of them provided a reasonable
fit to the experimental ice data. The calculated window is wider for all j
distributions than is the observed window.
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Since our results on ice fogs are self-consistent and in general
agreement with those of Bleu et al., we conclude that the indices of re-
fraction tabulated by Irvint and Pollack (Rcf. 9) contain significant
errors near 2.8 y,. As improved values of these quantities become avail-
able, new cr-ratio curves shoul,. be calculated and compared with the experi-
mental results.
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SECTION 5
CONCLUSIONS
Techniques have been developed for generating artificial water I
fogs and ice fogs in chambers which permit measurements of the extinction
and scattering properties. The particle-size distribution of the water _,
fogs has its maximum near 2 p. radius and is similar to that of natural fogs. I
During their growth,- the particles, in ice clouds display some unusual
scattering and attenuating behavior which is probably associated with their
irregular shapes. The maximum of the particle-size distribution for the f
ice clouds after they have come to equilibrium is about 3 (J, radius. .%.
Simultaneous neasuremcnts of the extinction and near-forward j
scattering at 0.6328 u and 10.6 a, indicate that Mie theory is applicable |
tor water fogs. There is also good agreement between calculated values
based on Mie theory and experimental results for ice clouds after the
particles have passed through their initial phase of rapid growth. Because f
of the irregular shapes of ice particles, Mie theory is probably not appl-L- -£
cable to scattering at angles greater than a few degrees. It also may not
be appropriate for particles which are much larger than those studied. F
The power at 10.6 p, scattered into a unit solid angle is essentially in- |
dependent of scattering angle at angles less than about 50 milliracians
for both the ice fogs and the water fogs. At 0.632S u> the scattered power „
decreases with increasing angle at a rate which is dependent on the particle f
sizes. • •*
A narrow window occurs near 2.75 p, in water fogs and near 2.83 u, I'
in ice f-Jgs. The extinction coefficient may be less than half as great in J
the center of one of these windows as at wavelengths displaced by only 0.1
to 0.2 |i. The shape of a spectral curve of the extinction cross-section w
of particles is very strongly dependent on particle size. The window dis- |
appears for very large or very small particles.
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Our results for ice fogs are self-consistant and in general
agreement with those of Blau, et al. CRef. 3). Thus, we can conclude that
the indicts of refraction tabulated by Irvine and Pollack (Ref. 9) for ice
are in errof near 2.8 g..
Techniques involving simultaneous measurements at fc\vo wavelengths
have been shown to be very powerful. They can provide information that
single-wavelength measurements cannot provide on such things as particle-
size distributions, the influence of irregular shapes, and the real and
imaginary parts of the iride>: of refraction.
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APPENDIX A
ATTENUATION OF SOLAR PvADIATICN BY NATURAL CLOUDS
" The purpose of this study has been to provide experimental data on
natural cloud transmission and on ratios of the extinction coefficients
ft" at various wavelengtns in the visible and infrared. Specif Icislly. the
H wavelengths of interest for this experiment have been 0.633, I.Ob, 1.6,
2.2, 8.8, 10. 6, 12.0, and 13.0 u. Because of molecular absorption in the
g^ atmosphere, the waveler.gths were selected in the atmospheric windows.
T-ha -in-it-i-al experiments simultaneously monitored, the. cloud transmis-
sions at 0.633 and 1.06 p.. The equipnent was then modified so that 0.633 u
§ and 10.6 u. data were monitored continuously while a third channel monitored
-£ either 8.8, 12, or 13 ^ data. Late in the year, another modification to
the equipment TlloweJ the monitoring of e-'ther 1.6 or 2.2 /j data, along
*W with the continuous monitoring of 0.633 ^ data.
Figure A- i schematically shows the optical arrangement. A two-mirror
_ coelostat continuously tracks the sun, which is the radiation source.
I Mirror Ml with a 50 cm focal length and a speed of F/17 foims an image
•*• of the solar disk and the clouds in front of the sun onto an aperture
stop. The diameter of the solar d-i.sk image is 4.37 mm while che aperture
B* diameter used for monitoring cloud transmission is 1.5 mm. An alternateaperture with a diameter of 0.25 rim was used in scanning across the solar
disk to check for the effects of near-forward scattering by the clouds.
5 After passing through the apertuje, the visible light is separated from
g the beam by a long-pass beam splitter Bl end filtered wi.t'.i a 50 angstrom
half-width interference filter centered at 0.633 u. A photomultiplier
detects this light.
The aperture stop is imaged by mirror M2 onto the entrance silt of a j
Sipectrometer which isolates and detects any wavelength of interest in the j
infrared. A second beam splitter B2 consisting of a germanium flat is
employed along with the bandpass filter F2 to isolate 10.6 p. radiation I
CLOUD
SUN
M3
FIG. A-l. Optical diagran of apparatus used to study attenuation by
natural clouds.
A-2
1
t • '
which is detected by a thermocouple. Mirrors h2 and M3 image the aperture
stop on the sensitive area of: the thermocouple. The radiation is chopped
at 13 cycles.
The detector out-puts of the three channels are rtmplit'ied by phase-
locked amplifiers arid recorded in paralls;! on strip-chart recorders. To
simplify the data reduction, the chart drives of the recorders are slaved
together and time marks are frequently placed on the chart paper. Ihe
data are recorded in the form of relative radiant intensity at the aperture
stop for the various wavelengths as a function ot time. In most cases the
clouds wei'e broken so that the detector signal corresponding to clear sky
could be determined every few minutes. When the sky was not completely
clear between the clouds, the measurement represents the transmittances of
the cloud relative to the spot assumed to be clmr, rather than the true
transnittaiice. We .ire concerned primarily with ratios of attenuation
coefficients; errors in the ratios produced by thin clouds in the regior.s
assumed to be cloudless are much less than the errors in the attenuation
coefficients. Early in the A.M. and late in tne P.M. the length of the
light pst.h through the atmosphere changes rapidly v/ith time causing changes
in the detector signal corresponding to a cloudless sky. This change must
be accounted for in order to avoid sizeable errors in positioning the 1007,
transmittance curve.
Most of the transmission data coll acted './ere for cirrus clouds at
elevations between T, OGCT ami 10,000~rn.'~artocu!nulus' "and" sluostratus- clouds - -
between about 3,000 and 7,000 m, and dissipating stratocumulus clouds v/ith
base heights cf about 350 m.
Interpretation and Analysis of Data. --The transmittance. T-^ , at wave-
length A., or a cloud is defined as the ratio of the recorder deflection at Che
time of interest to the deflection when no clouds are in the line-of-sight
between the J>un t'nd the instrument. For the sake of discussion let us
assume that no scattered energy is detected so that we observe only the
unattenuated portion of the original beam. The attenuation may be due to
either scattering or absorption. As in previous sections, -/ is the
average extinction coefficient per unit path length in the cloud of thick-
ness z. Then
T, = exp(-7 z), or - ^T\ = 7,?-- (A-l)
A. A. \ A.
We are concerned primarily with the ratios of attenuation coefficients,
(7, jj^ ), at different wavelengths which are observed simultaneously so
that z = z?. Therefore,
, ' -A T ). (A-2)
A2 \ K2
A-3
The ratio (7 /y, ) is equal to (o /o ) , tbe ratio used in
A~^ 2 ext,A.£ ext, /.,,
previous sections. We expect the ratio (7 /•/ ) for any two wavelengt
V X
to vary with the size distribution of the particles and with their compo-
sition and shape. Water droplets are probably spherical, while ice particles
in cirrus clouds may have a variety of shapes.
If the sun were a point source and the aperture on which the solar
image us focussed subtended a sufficiently small angle, no scattered
energy would reach the detector, as assumed above. However, since both
the sun and the aperture subtend finite angles, a certain amount of
scattered energy is detected. For clouds of optical thickness (72) less
than 3 or 4, the scattered energy that is detected is probably singly
scattered in the neai- forward direction. 7he fraction that is forward
scattered varies with wavelength and particle size so that errors may be
introduced by assuming that the rctio of the extinction coefficients can
be found by Eq. (A-2). The sine of the errors probably could be estimated
by use of Mis theory or Monte Cirlo methods, but this is beyond the scope
of the present project. In the following discussion, we havt. assumed that
Eq. (A-2) is valid. Values of 7. and 7 jy should be regarded an
A. A.^  A-2
apparent values because o£ possible errors due to near-forward scattering.
The recorded data on incident intensity as a function of time were
digitized and operated on by a computer--tO yield tables of the instantaneous
transmittance T , and -^ ,t , along with the ci-mulative integral of -M^ T
as a function of time for a "given clocd. These tables were examined and
the data were grouped into four intervals as a function of -^ ---TQ ^3, so
that each group represented different optical thicknesses. Th-i values of
~/n T' 63 defining the individual groups were 0.1 to 0.5, 0.5 to 1, 1 to 2,
and 2 to 5. Values less than 0.1 and greater than 5 were excluded hecause
of potentially large errors due to errors in drawing in the 1007. trans-
mission curve and the zero-transmission curve, respectively. Orce the
data were grouped, the computer was employed again to give tables of the
ratios of the. attenuation coefficients at the various wavelengths. Also
tabulated was t^ie average (-^ /^T ) for each interval.
A,
At the present t:u:ie, the data analysis is complete for a group of
clouds which were monitored simultaneously at 0.633, ]0.6, and 13 ,j., for
another group studied at 0.633 and 1.06 |i, and for a third group studied
at 0.633 and jC.G u. The results are summarized in Table A-l. Typical
average values are given for the type of cloud indicated. Variations occur
with changing particle-size distribution. The mean standard deviations are
also shown in Table A-l, along with the mean values for the data obtained
during this phase of this company-sponsored program.
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Qualitative explanations of most of the results can >>e given on the
basis of Mie theory and available information about typical particle sizes
and the indices of refraction of ice and water. A dissipating stratocumulus
cloud undoubtedly consists of smaller particles than a relatively stable
cumulus clcjd. If the particle radii are much smaller than 10 u, the
extinction coefficient at 10.6 u. is expected to be much less than at 0.633u,
aside from any differences in the indices of refraction. This probably
accounts for the small ratio (0.23) of y^Q fi/^O 63 °^sfcrve<^ f°r a dissi-
pating stratocumulus cloud. Somewhat larger values of this ratio were
observed for two other water clouds whose particles were probably larger
than those in the dissipating cloud. Because of the large ratio (10. 6 :0.6 J3)
of the wavelengths involved, the ratio 7^ (,/?() 5,3 ^s expected to be
sensitive to particle-size distribution, particularly if the particles
are much smaller than the longer wavelength.
In relatively stable clouds, 7,0 t/o 63 seemed to have li-Ltle corre-
lation with - £•». T., ,.,. This implies that the particle-size distributiovi
remained relatively stable and that the recorded large variations in
-xiU-TQ ,^ (from 0.1 to 5 was not unusual) were due to changes in cloud
thickness or particle density, or both. Since multiple scattering is
greater in thick clouds than in thin ones, this result also implies that
the amount of multiply-scattered radiarion is negligible. For the water
clouds which were obviously dissipating 7,., 5/^ 0 63 decreased with time,
.indicating _a_ deer ease, in the s_iz_es _of_the ; par tickle •; due to evaporation.
Another interesting result is the wide variation in 713/7jo 6
was observed for water clouds. Since the ratio of the wavelengths is
approximately unity, we would not expect /IT/^O r- CO ^e sens:"-ti-ve co
changes in particle sizes except for changes produced by differences in
the indices af refraction at the two wavelengths. If the particle sizes
were a few times greater than either wavelength, the attenuation would
be relatively independent of changes in wavelength between 10.6 and 13 u.
If the particles were much smaller than \, and if the indices were similar
at both wavelengths, >^3/7i0 6 would be less thin unity. Therefore, the
large (2.05) value of this ratio observed for the small particles in the
dissipating stratocumulus cloud must result from differences in the indices
of refraction at the two wavelengths.
Values of n and n. tabulated by Irvine and Pollack (Ref. 9) are
presented in Table A-2 for the wavelengths of interest in this study;
they provide the basis of an explanation for tne wide variations and for
the unusually large values of 713/7^o 6' Ic 3nould ^e o^'^ 'ne in mind that
the tabulated values of n and n^ are*subject to sizeable errors because
of the experimental difficulties in measuring these quantities. However,
the accuracy is probably adequate for the following qualitative discussion.
Thfc small increase in nr from 1.18 to 1.22 between 10.6 and 13 u
cannot account for the large increase in 7. Therefore, the increase ia
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t•y must result from the increase in n^ which is approximately a factor of 4.
Mie theory shows that the influence of absorption becomes increasingly
impGL't \nt as r decreases; in the limit of decreasing r, y is independent *
of nr and is proportional to n.. From theoretical curves presented by '
Kattawar and Plass (Ref. II), we can show that c at 13
 ti is largely
due to cr v0 and that o ^ is nearly proportional to n. for particles; £
smaller than 1-2 microns. The agreement between this theoretical result j
and oui experimental results further substantiate our assumption that the
dissipating stratocumulus clouds consist of smaller particles than the
more stable clouds. *
The ratio y-ioA'-iQ /- f°r ice clouds is always greater than unity but ,„
considerably less than'for water clouds. The rdtio n^ I2'nj_ IQ t, *-s only •?
about 1.6 for ice, while it is 3,8 for water. However' the increase in -»
nr in going from 10,6 to 13 u is much greater for ice than Cor water.
Theoretical curves by Plass (Ref. 10) show that a
 t is only slightly ~?
dependent on n and n. in the 10-13 micron region for particles larger JJ
than approximately 20 microns. The ice particles are probably large
enough that the differences in the indices have a small influence so -~*.
that 7, v ?10 6 "*-s aPProxi-mately °ne- \
tut1 uj. Lue more sui pi-L^-ing leauj. LS> t-cJiue LLUIII cut* UXLIU& i^^ c,' L.IVJUUI,
iich y(„ t/7n 83 was always significantly greater than unity. By T
ist, tE-is ratio was always less than one Cot water clouds. On a few f
One of the r rising r sults came from the cirrus ( e) clouds
for whi
contrast
occasions a layer of broken ice clouds occurred above a layer of broken
water clouds. By comparing the recorder tracings, it was easy to deter- ••£
mine which type of cloud was passing into f.he line-of-sight . From Table <.
A-2 we see that the indices are nearly the same for ice as Cor water at
both wavelengths. If this is true, the difference in the ratios of
 >
extinction coefficients must be cue to either the irregular shapes of jce i
particles or to their larger
Results of the near-forward scattering measurements on artificial ice
clouds reported in Section 3 indicate that Mie theory is at least approxi-
mately correct for ice particles. Of course, the ice particles in natural
clouds are probably much larger than in the artificial clouds. The
scattering by the larger particles might deviate more from Mie theory.
Near- forward scattered radiation which reaches the detector undoubtedly
contributes to the largo ratio foi ice. Since the forward scattering
increases with r/X., more scatteied energy at 0.633 n than .it 10.6 p,
this causes the apparent extinction to be less than it- actually is .it
the shorter wavelength.
The value of ?-,Q g/Tn go for the artificial ice fogs is seen from
Table A-l to be 0.40, 'which is much less than for the natural ice clouds.
No scattered light was detected in the measurements on artificial clouds,
but the big difference is probably due to differences in the particle
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sizes. The ratio for the same wavelengths for the artificial water fogs
„, in the present study ic also smaller than for the altocumulus. Again,
g this is probably due to larger particles In the altocumulus. The value
** for the artificial fogs is typical of dissipating stratocumulus.
We have measured the relative intensity at 0.633 u es we scanned
across the solar disk with different types of clouds in the path. From
these results, which have not been reduced yet, we hope to obtain infor-
-r maticn on the scattering at small angles. Monte Carlo techniques will
i also be used to estimate the errors in our measurements of the ..atio of
extinction coefficients due to the detection of forward-scattered radiation.
It is probable that the errors are unimportant except for ratios involving
4 0.633p and another wavelength considerably longer.
The particles in the water and ice clouds studied at 0.633 and 1.06 u
j~ were probably larger than the wavelength of the light so that the attenua-
' |- tion was relatively independent of wavelength. Thus the ratio of extinction
;" coefficients was close to unity. Dissipating clouds with smaller particles
,- might attenuate less at 1.06 |_i than at 0.633 \L.
- ' ' The results for artificial water fogs can be compared with previous
work in this laboratory by Johnston and Burch (Ref. 6). The wavelengths
. - j ; studied previously were slightly different, but they are sufficiently
~' ?_ close for comparison.- Temperatures of the fogs generated by Johnston and
Burch were higher so that a greater percentage of large, particles were
',--, probably present. This if reflected in the ratio 7.^ Q/7y CA> which is
i sensitive to the number of large particles. The smaller (1.2) value of
5/V-in „ is also indicative of larger particles.
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TABLE A-l
SUMMARY OF APPARENT EXTINCTION COEFFICIENT RATIOS
FOR NATURAL CLOUDS AND COMPARISON WITH ARTIFICIAL CLOUDS"
Type of Clcud or Fog
Nat
Water, Dissipating Stratocumuius
@ 350 m
Water, Altocumulus
<a 3100 m
Ice, Cirrostratus
@ 7300 r.
Ice, Cirrus
@ 7600 m
Ice, Cirrus
(Vieights unknown)
water, Cumulus
(Sleights unknown)
71.06
70.63
ural Clouds
1.03 (0.03)
1.02 (0.04)
Artificial Fogs
Water (Present Study)
Ire (Present Study)
Water (Johnston a>':d Burch) 71.01/70.5S
- = L.OR
710.6
70.63
0.23 (0.06)
0.49 (0.18)
1.38 (0.10)
1.29 (0.12)
0.24
0.40
710.0'70.55
= 0 . 54
713
7
 10. 6
2.05 (0.19)
1.63 (0.13)
1.10 (0.04)
1.13 (0.04)
713.5/71C.O
= 1.2
I
The mean standard deviation is shown in parenthesis for the natural
cloud data.
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TABLE A-2
REAL AND IMAGINARY PARTS OF INDEX OF REFRACTION (a)
X
(microns)
0 . 54
0.63
1.01
1.06
10.0
10.6
13.0
13.5
Water
n
r
1.334
1.331
1.326
1.325
1.21
1.18
1.22
1.25
"i
1.3 x 10~9
1.0 x 10" <*
2.4 x 10"6
1.07x 10'6
0.053
0.076
0.292
0.320
Ice
n
r
1.302
1.301
1.15
1.21
1.61
1,61
ni
2.3 x 10 ,
2.3 x 10
0.041
0.067
0.11
0.09
(a),,Values are from Irvine and Pollack (Ref . 9).
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